A new method of multi-bit embedding based on a protocol of secure asymmetric digital watermarking detection is proposed. Secure watermark detection has been achieved by means of allowing watermark verifier to detect a message without any secret information exposed in extraction process. Our methodology is based on an asymmetric property of a watermark algorithm which hybridizes a statistical watermark algorithm and a public-key algorithm. In 2004, Furukawa proposed a secure watermark detection scheme using patchwork watermarking and Paillier encryption, but the feasibility had not tested in his work. We have examined it and have shown that it has a drawback in heavy overhead in processing time. We overcome the issue by replacing the cryptosystem with the modified El Gamal encryption and improve performance in processing time. We have developed software implementation for both methods and have measured effective performance. The obtained result shows that the performance of our method is better than Frukawa's method under most of practical conditions. In our method, multiple bits can be embedded by assigning distinct generators in each bit, while the embedding algorithm of Frukawa's method assumes a single-bit message. This strongly enhances capability of multi-bit information embedding, and also improves communication and computation cost. key words: asymmetric digital watermarking, statistical digital watermarking, public-key encryption
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Introduction
The demand for contents security is increasing due to severe crime augmentation accompanying rapid development of information technology. All kinds of contents have become available in digital form, which might accelerate making of perfect copies of digital video, image, and music data. Despite the fact that an enormous number of those contents might be pirated for an illegal use, the copyright law had been the only enforceable protection against the crime till the technical protection mechanism such as information hiding was introduced. One of the major information hiding technique is a digital watermarking that makes copyright notice or some secret data concealed in the contents. The hidden information is used for claiming copyright, detecting tamper, and so forth.
The ideal form of digital watermark is the one in which hidden information should not be removed by any contents manipulations, the embedded contents should not be spoiled by embedding information, and hiding should not perceptually appear. However, the most critical issue of watermarking is its symmetric property, that is, exactly the same secret key is used for both embedding and extracting a message. In almost all of conventional watermarking algorithms, the secret key of modified pixels is exposed in extraction process. Hence, the risk of exposure of the secret in extraction process is not avoidable.
In the symmetric methods, verifiers need to be trustwealthy since they use a secret key to obtain an embedded message. On the other hand, the verifiers need not to be trustwealthy in asymmetric methods, since a secure encryption scheme should be able to extract the embedded message without exposing the secret information of which pixels have been modified. In other words, without an encryption, the secret information, the place of the modified pixels will be exposed at the extracting process. Therefore, malicious verifiers are easily able to obtain the secret information to remove the embedded message. The following asymmetric digital watermarking was proposed to resolve the problem.
Asymmetric watermark schemes applying a patchwork watermarking algorithm [3] and a homomorphic public-key algorithm for the secure detection have been developed by the following researchers. Patchwork watermark is one of the statistical digital watermarking schemers which may be one of the most robust methods because it embeds information in the skew of statistics of an image. Minematsu proposed a scheme [5] which applies patchwork watermark and Okamoto-Uchiyama encryption [6], but Furukawa who proposed a scheme [2] found a drawback that a secret key of the key authority may be exposed by malicious users. In order to resolve the drawback that allows an authorized verifier to detect the hidden message without revealing the secret information, Furukawa proposed the scheme based on [5] that uses patchwork watermark and Paillier encryption [4] . However, we found that the drawback in [2] is a heavy overhead of Paillier encryption, which makes the scheme inefficient. To resolve the issue, we propose a new scheme based on [2] , which employs the modified El Gamal encryption instead of Paillier encryption.
The methods mentioned above are considered for only the case of single-bit information embedding. However, when applying for multi-bit information embedding, size of a ciphertext of the secret information increase along with the a plaintext to be encrypted, r be a random number chosen from ZN, and E be an encryption function defined by e=E(m)=gmrN mod N2.
(4)
For decryption phase, the decrypted ciphertext m' is obtained by
where L(t)=(t-1)/N.
Asymmetric Watermark Detection [5]
Minematsu proposed an asymmetric watermark scheme [5] in 2000. His scheme applies patchwork watermark detection by using homomorphic public-key encryption in order to detect watermark with exposing no secret information used in embedding process. A verifier possesses the embedded image and sends the image to the key authority for watermark verification either a watermark exists or not. 
To encrypt the plaintext, we can apply any homomorphic public-key algorithm such as the modified El Gamal Table  3 Parameters for ƒÂ determination.
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Optimal ƒÂ distribution.
Fig. 9
SNR for different image size l. ƒÐ , and optimal ƒÂ with respects to n are demonstrated on Table 3, and the optimal ƒÂ given n is obtained from Fig. 8 Table 7 Total verification processing time.
Fig. 13
Processing time for total watermark verification. n. While the decryption process in Sect. 3.3 (STEP 3), only takes 0.077 seconds.
To illustrate increment of computation cost at k-bit message extraction process, we show processing time in terms of k in Fig. 14 
